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INTRODUCTION

The twentieth century has seen a tremendous growth in the use
of the trombone and percussion instruments in chamber music.
in his L'Histoire du Soldat

Monde

(1917)

and Milhaud, in his La Creation du

(1927), helped lay the foundation.

(1931) by Edgar Varése and Toccata (1942)

first

Stravinsky,

Two other works, Ionization
by Carlos Chávez are the

of numerous works for percussion ensemble which have since been

composed.

So many developments of percussion instruments and their

music are being made that many consider the twentieth century to be
the

"Age of Percussion ".

The trombone family (alto, tenor and bass)

has experienced growth in literature and technical advancements but
not quite to the degree of the percussion instruments.

The development

of the trombone choir by Emory Remington at the Eastman School of Music

has led to its increased popularity in recent decades.

trombone jazz groups of

J.

J.

The multiple

Johnson and Kai Winding in the 1950's

and Urbie Green in the early 1960's have aided in the development of

music written for the trombone.

It has only been in the last

two

decades that music of the genre to be discussed here has been explored.
Some of the earliest works that fit this category are Porter D. Henry's

Suite for Trombone and Percussion and Vinko Globokar's Vibone for
trombone and vibraphone, both of which date from 1963.
time,

Since that

more than 90 works have been composed for one or more trombones

and percussion instruments or for small mixed ensembles in which these

viii

ix

instruments play

a

major role.

The International Trombone Association

and the Percussive Arts Society have done a great deal to advance both
the literature and development for the trombone and for percussion.

The following document will analyze performance problems

involved in

a

number of representative works from the literature.

It will also provide a listing of compositions for trombone and

percussion alone or in

a

chamber music setting of up to five performers.

CHAPTER

1

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

For the percussionist, every piece is different.
two pieces require the same instruments

Seldom do any

or physical set up.

In

addition to the physical obstacles in learning a new work --such as

where the bass drum is located or how one can reach both the suspended
cymbal and temple blocks at the same time --the players must decipher
the notation.

Great efforts have been made in recent years to

standardize the notation not only of music for percussion but of new
music for all instruments.
The three most common systems of notation for percussion

instruments are staff notation, line -score notation and symbol
notation.

The staff notation uses the standard five line staff with

the treble, bass or the so- called "percussion"

and fails

to identify pitch.

clef which is neutral

When pitched percussion instruments

are being used, the treble and bass clefs are necessary but with

non-pitched instruments, confusion can set in as the pitch implications
of the clef have no relation to the actual sounds produced.

An

example of staff notation in a work for trombone and percussion is
taken from Stephen Syverud's Four Pieces for Trombone and Percussion.
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Stephen Syverud, Four Pieces
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Percussion, p. 11, system 2.
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Trombone and

The two percussion lines begin with vibes and tam tam and proceed to

chimes, temple blocks, cymbals, marimba and finally timpani --all on
two five line staves.

The second system,

line- score, makes use of a separate line

for each individual instrument.

This system avoids any pitch impli-

cations of a staff and allows each part to be shown with extreme
clarity.

This system was pioneered by Edgar Varése and Karlheinz

Stockhausen, especially in his Zyklus.

Example

clearly the line-score notational system.

2

illustrates very
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Eugene Bozza, Trois Essais for Trombone
Example 2.
and Percussion, p. 5, system 2.

This example is taken from Eugene Bozza's Trois Essais for trombone
The instruments, from top to bottom,

and percussion written in 1977.

1,

(in tenor clef),

are trombone
3

temple blocks,

played with

a

2

2

wood blocks,

foot pedal.

suspended cymbals,
2

cowbells,

3

bongos and bass drum, in this case

This type of notation leaves little doubt

in the performers mind as to the written rhythm and the instruments

on which it is played.

One possible drawback is that the systems

can grow too tall and it then becomes difficult to distinguish the

different instrumental lines from one another.

One possible solution

is to incorporate both lines and spaces which reduces

necessary to clearly show what is intended.

the height

This example only places

noteheads on the lines and not in the spaces.
The third system,

symbol notation, is basically the addition

of symbols or pictograms to replace the spelling out or abbreviations
of the names of the instruments and their beaters.

This avoids

4

language problems as most of the symbols are universally understandable.
By combining this method with the

line -score system, several instruments

can be placed on one line with symbols next to the notes that are to be

played by those particular instruments.

This can help reduce the

number of lines necessary to notate all of the parts.

The most common

percussion instruments have been assigned symbols that are generally
accepted and understood.

Untitled Piece No. IV for trombone and

percussion by Neely Bruce uses symbol notation but combines it with
the five line staff system as opposed to the more common coupling with
the line -score method.

part.

Example

3

is

taken from page

2

of the percussion
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Example
part,

3.

p.

Neely Bruce, Untitled Piece No. IV, percussion
2.

The box in the upper left hand corner illustrates which instruments
are to be played on that page.

sizzle cymbal (upper right),

2

They are marimba (upper left), suspended
tom toms (lower left) and

5

almglocken

or herd bells (lower right) to be played with hard sticks.

With percussion music and instruments becoming more diverse,
it may not be possible to completely standardize

and methods.

all procedures

6

In regards to

the notation of the trombone part,

the problems

do not quite reach the scope of that of the percussion instruments but
as

trombone techniques have expanded considerably over the past

20 years,

so have the methods by which they are notated.

15

to

Notation of

such techniques as multiphonics (playing and singing simultaneously)
and vocalizations

(singing through or away from the instrument) have

not yet been standardized but are generally fairly easily illustrated.
Per Brevig has written an article, "Avant -Garde Techniques in Solo

Trombone Music "', which discusses the problems of notation and the
execution of modern techniques.

Stuart Dempster, one of the world's

leading trombonists, has recently published The Modern Trombone:
A Definition of Its Idioms2 which addresses practically all of the

new techniques being employed by trombonists.
to be an invaluable

This book is proving

reference source for both composers and performers

in the field of avant -garde trombone music although no attempt was

made at standardizing the notational practices.

The very recently

published Music Notation in the Twentieth Century by Kurt Stone3
has an extensive section on percussion notation but more emphasis

could have been placed on brass notation.

Perhaps this long- awaited

text will clear up many notational problem areas and set some unified

standards.
The percussion family is usually divided into four major

1Per Brevig, "Avant -Garde Techniques in Solo Trombone Music ",
(Juilliard School of Music Library, 1971).

2Stuart Dempster, The Modern Trombone: A Definition of Its
Idioms (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1979).

York:

3Kurt Stone, Music Notation in the Twentieth Century
W. Norton, 1981).

W.

(New

7

areas:

idiophones, membranophones, chordophones and aerophones.

Idiophones are those instruments that produce sounds through the

vibration of their entire bodies, such as cymbals or multiple
idiophones, such as the glockenspiel which has a number of independent

vibrating bodies.

Membranophones produce sounds through the vibration

of a membrane or a skin which is usually stretched over a resonating

area,

either open or closed.

Instruments such as the timpani, bongos

and other drums fall into this category.

Chordophones consist of

those instruments which produce sounds through the vibration of

strings such as the cimbalom (a struck chordophone) and the piano
and harpsichord (played through the medium of a keyboard).

All

chordophones are pitched whereas the two previously mentioned groups
contain instruments that are pitched and of indefinite pitch.
last group, aerophones,

The

contain instruments which produce sounds by

causing an enclosed chamber or air column to vibrate, such as a bull
roarer, siren or wind machine.

Most works for trombone will specify alto trombone (most

commonly pitched in Eb), tenor trombone, tenor trombone with F

attachment (or sometimes tenor /bass trombone) or bass trombone,
some going so far as to indicate particular double valve combinations.

Many works also call for specific mutes, the most common being straight,
cup,

plunger, bucket, harmon and whisper.

Occasionally works will call

for a mute without specifying which kind, in which case a straight is

normally used.

CHAPTER

2

WORKS FOR ONE TROMBONIST AND PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS

One of the major works in the category of one trombonist and

percussion instruments is One Man by Ben Johnston written in 1968 for
Stuart Dempster.

The piece calls for a tenor /bass trombone,

a tam-

bourine strapped to one leg, finger cymbals mounted on the ankles, a
tom tom equipped with a bass drum foot pedal, a set of bamboo wind

chimes which fit around the head, plunger mute,
are mounted on the plunger mute,

foot pedal,

sleighbells which

sizzle cymbal, bass drum with

tom tom (or field drum)

and a tam tam or gong.

a

The

composer calls for an equal tempered pitch system as well as five

subdivisions within each of the seven basic slide positions.

For

example,

instead of the regular fourth position, one finds bbIV,

bIV,

#

IV,

#IV and # #IV.

These differences are minute enough that a

note played in bbiV would still be higher than one played in

# #V.

There are also pitches notated which are to be played on the F

attachment and these have positions which are enclosed in a circle.
Every note in the piece has a slide position underneath it which aids
in learning the pitch system but adds more to the page which is to be

absorbed.

Also used are the signs

" +"

and

" -"

before notes which

raise or lower the pitch by "one diatonic comma (22 cents,
semi -tone or a

1

/10 tone) ".

These symbols, 7 and L

8

,

1/5

are used to

9

raise or lower a tone by "49 cents
to change diatonic major seconds

(about a 1/4 tone)

to septimal major seconds (the interval

between the seventh and eighth partials).
Ab and

Gil

They are used

".

Also, enharmonics, such as

are not the same but actually 40 cents (or 1/5 tone)

apart.

After one has conquered all of the problems connected with obtaining
the proper pitches required,

then comes the physical coordination

necessary to play up to four instruments at once.

The lengthy

instructions which accompany the manuscript go into explicit details
about the setting of the stage,

the manner in which the piece should

be practiced and directions for the theatrical movements required

when performing the piece.
The piece is in three movements,

Arousing.

Cross, Keeping Still and

The first movement is basically loud in volume with

dynamics staying predominantly in the ff to fff range or rapid

crescendos to these levels.
and is marked Aggressive

It is 22 measures long,

(A =168).

in

16

throughout

The right foot has a tambourine

strapped to it and it is played by stamping the foot and then shaking
or by kicking it with the left foot for sharp fz

attacks.

This

movement is performed on a podium (about 10 to 20 inches in height)
placed downstage center as close to the edge as possible.
to be played at the front of the podium as

the hall has an orchestral pit,

It is

if over a precipice.

one must obviously exercise caution

not to carry this requirement too far.

The performer is required to

face in different directions in this movement.

It incorporates

extremely wide (up to 2% octave) harmonic glissandi and extremely
complex rhythmic subdivisions.

If

This movement must be memorized.

10
The second movement, Keeping Still,

(to be performed at a set -up

as if loud but far away

upstage left) is marked Slow, intense:

=48)

(t)

.

Here the dynamics range from pp to pppp for the trombone but with
These instruments are:

louder dynamics for the percussion.

large

tam tam, to be played with the right hand; plunger mute with sleigh -

bells attached,

removed from the leg after the

(the tambourine was

on the ankles

first movement).

and finger cymbals

to be played with the left hand;

The main difficulty lies in maintaining the ultra -

soft dynamics as the notes stay in the upper register, never falling

below c1.

Memorization of this movement is also required.

Arousing, the last movement, is to be performed from stage
right and is marked Easy, relaxed, bold, with a beat

.

sizzle cymbal, played with the right hand

Percussion instruments are:
fingertips; small tom .tom,

4=120)

=60

i

played with the right foot pedal equipped

with a hard wooden beater; and a bass drum, played with the left foot
This movement is by far the most complex.

pedal.

The rhythmic com-

.s

plexity of both the trombone and percussion parts are extreme.

Running

32nd note patterns in the upper register are predominant in the last

;a

half of the movement.

Example

4
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As one can tell from this description (which still does not

cover every single aspect of the piece), it requires a virtuoso

performer /actor and an incredible amount of preparation--a bare

minimum of 200 hours of practice spread over seven to ten months,
according to the composer.
performed,

I

Not having seen or heard the work

do not feel that I am in a position to judge whether the

final results are worth the personal effort necessary to achieve them.
It does,

however, in my opinion, merit a serious study by trombonists

interested in avant -garde literature.

Another important work in this category is Minstrel Man

written in 1977 by

T.

J.

Anderson, Jr.

and is dedicated to Thomas Everett.

The work was commissioned by

The piece calls for bass trombone,

bass drum (played with the right foot) and hi -hat cymbal (played with
the left foot).

Although this work does not quite approach the musical

complexity and the level of physical coordination difficulties encountered in One Man, it does pose considerable performance problems.
The piece is in one movement and is approximately 7% minutes
in duration.

brief coda.

It can be divided into four basic sections and a very

The opening section, tempo j ca.

72

(4

throughout), begins

with a dirge -like rhythm in the percussion followed by an ff outburst
from the bass trombone -- dissonant, disjunct intervals in sixteenth
notes.

The remainder of this section is a fairly complex rhythmic

dialogue between the percussion and the bass trombone.

The dynamics

for the percussion are marked sempre mp while the bass trombone's

range from ppp to ff.

It is difficult not to mirror the dynamics

the bass trombone in the percussion passages.

incorporates a fast slide vibrato,

a

of

The bass trombone part

tremelo glissando in the lower

register and moves very smoothly in and out of the trigger register.

12

The second section is unmetered and is marked Cadenza,

ad libitum.

tempo

The range is quite wide, from F1 to bl, with some of the

passages rapidly moving from one extreme to the other.

It begins with

several quotes from "I'm Getting Sentimental Over You ", a song made
popular in the Big Band era by Tommy Dorsey.

This section calls for

multiphonics and "as fast as possible" eighth note passages.
multiphonics are notated in an unusual way.

The

See Example 5.

n

T. J. Anderson, Minstrel Man, excerpt from
Example 5.
cadenza section.

The pitch to be played is the white note,

the black note is to be

sung and the square note is supposed to be the resultant tone that
sounds

acoustically.

In the example shown above,

a "d"

the resultant tone when the minor tenth is played.
"d" did sound,

will not be

Even if the

it would not be in the octave that is notated but in

the octave above that.

The other two multiphonic chords are major

tenths and in these cases,

the fifth should occur, but again, not

in the octave between the played and sung notes but in the octave

above.
is

The series of eighth notes with a slash through the beginning

generally accepted as to be played as fast as possible.

This

occurs six times in this section in the bass trombone part and twice
in the percussion at the end, when it re- enters after having been

tacet from the end of the previous section.
one such eighth note passage.

Example

6

illustrates

13

pp

poco

Example 6.
T. J. Anderson, Minstrel Man, excerpt from
cadenza section.

Another passage which warrants special attention is
eighth notes, all beamed together, which start

a

series of 23

on F# and end on a

This line makes its way up through the register

dotted quarter fl.

with some awkward interval combinations which must be worked out
slowly and deliberately.

It is marked f furioso and is one of the

more difficult passages in the work.
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Example 7. T. J. Anderson, Minstrel Man, excerpt from
cadenza section.
The percussion rather rudely interrupt the cadenza and finally
take over with a street drum cadence "roll -off" which begins the

third section --a syncopated cakewalk -like march.
This section, marked Tempo di marcia

(

el

=ca.

110) alla breve,

poses numerous problems, most notably the coordination between the
"boom- chick" accompaniment of the bass drum and hi -hat cymbal and
the highly syncopated melodic figures in the bass

difficulty lies in the maintenance of

a

trombone.

Another

steady, unwavering pulse

14

necessary in a march.

It makes

use of glissandi, classic ragtime

"tags" and a brief shout chorus at the end.

This section is completely

tonal (in the key of Bb although no key signature is given) and even
has a "bridge" in the subdominant key of Eb.

Example

8

(mm.

45 -50)

illustrates the glissandi (complete with slide position indications),
some syncopation and the "boom- chick" accompaniment (the hi -hat

cymbal is notated on the top line and the bass drum is on the bottom
An accelerating percussion riff serves as a bridge to the

line).

fourth section.
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Anderson, MZnstreZ Man, measures 45 -50.

The final section, marked

ca.

125,

which are syncopated and tonally disjunct.
the music that is to follow.

opens with fast leaps
This sets the tone for

This section contains quite a bit of

angry music, most notably fluttertongue used in the lower register
and heavily accented syncopated figures within dissonant melodic

passages.

There is, however, one brief contrasting area in the

midst of this frantic section.

The performer is required to place

the bell of the instrument into the stand (marked quasi horn) and play

15

in augmented form the standard waltz tune "Fascination ".

This

diversion does not last long and soon the syncopated figures return,
first marked mp but quickly gaining in volume.

Several figures are

repeated literally from earlier in the section before a brief four

measure coda,

a

bluesy, mournful statement that closes the work.

Finally, the composer has this to offer about

Minstrel

Man:

The social and psychological infringement on the black
American has caused them to create a music which is
The minstrel period, an era
both unique and personal.
of musical parody, found many black musicians performing
with outward joy and inner sorrow.
The composition
Minstrel Man is a further projection of that feeling.
It makes use of Ragtime, March Music, Jazz, Blues,
and avant -garde styles.

CHAPTER

3

WORKS FOR ONE TROMBONIST AND ONE PERCUSSIONIST
Perhaps the largest category

(approximately 30 titles) of

works being discussed here contains music for one trombonist and
This can be subdivided into works in which the

one percussionist.

percussionist plays only one instrument and those which require more
One work from each of these subgroupings will

than one instrument.
be discussed.

The first work in this category to be considered is Largo Tah
by Warren Benson,

composed in 1978.

The piece was commissioned by

Thomas Everett and the Society for Commissioning New Music and is

dedicated to the memory of Emory Remington who was, for the better
part of this century, the professor of trombone at the Eastman School
of Music.

It should be pointed out

that of the few works so far

discussed, this is the second to have been commissioned by Everett.
One can safely say that he has, personally, done more to advance the

state of bass trombone literature than any other individual.

Largo Tah is in one movement and is written for marimba and
double valve bass trombone with valves in F and D.
this piece makes use of microtones.

practical purposes,

a

As

As the marimba is,

in One Man,

for all

fixed pitch instrument, these tonal deviations

are limited to the bass trombone part.

16

The performer must deal with

17

six accidentals and they are:

= 1/4 step lower

15

=

b

b

normal semi -tone lower

= 3/4 step

lower

step higher

= 1/4

= normal semi -tone higher

3/4 step higher

=

The opening consists of solo statements, first by the marimba,
There is no meter signature at the

then by the bass trombone.

beginning and it is marked Nobles

lyrical, elegiac

4)

=50-54.

The

marimba begins with simple quarter notes in two note chords, fairly
See Example 9.

consonant at first but growing in dissonance.
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Example 9. Warren Benson, Largo Tah, opening
marimba statement.
One must choose very carefully the proper mallets in order to

produce the right sound.
is

They must make a dark sound as the piece

for the most part slow and brooding with a certain sense of

reverence while at the same time, the marimbist must be able to play
up to some of the louder bass

which are more forceful.

trombone dynamics in certain sections

The marimba solo grows in intensity and

18

leads directly to the opening bass trombone statement.

See

Example 10.

f{'

3

Example 10. Warren Benson, Largo Tah, opening bass
trombone statement.

This is a powerful line, beginning with three octaves of "c"
(C,

c

play.

and cl), wide leaps which are very difficult first notes to

The melodic line

(along with the dynamics) complete the arch

started by the marimba at the beginning by moving slowly into the
trigger register with decreasing dynamics.

Over sustained low notes,

the marimba begins sixteenth note quintuplets --five to a chord

(quarter note duration).

This continues but now the marimbist must

play on the nodes (Example 11),

the acoustically "dead" portions of

the marimba bar through which the suspending chord is strung.

Example

11.

Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measure

2.

19

As this produces a considerably softer tone,

the performer must play

out a bit to match the bass trombone without going so far as to cause
a

harsh attack on the notes.
The first metered section is encountered after a slight pause.

It is in

and the tempo is

4

J

=40.

Three note marimba chords,

basically in triplet patterns, accompany the bass trombone melody.
These accompanying chords have arpeggios scattered among them which
can distrub the rhythm if not played accurately.

The bass trombone

melody at this point contains some glissandi and there is an

instructional note at the bottom of the page that reads:
All glissandi are to be one unit smears only, no broken
smears, always favoring the smear to the note.
Glissandi
o
noted
are rising, "across" the harmonic series.

It is interesting that the

composer has called for unbroken smears

when some that are to be played later in the piece are longer than a
tritone,

the interval of the longest natural, unbroken glissando

possible on a trombone.
In what is labeled m.

acrobatics.

5,

the marimbist must perform a bit of

While sustaining rolls on single notes in the right

hand, he must play repeating two note chords in the left hand.

methods of performing this seem most likely.

The first is to swing

the right elbow out and roll with the two mallets perpendicular

the bar.

Two

to

The second is to alternate single stroke rolls in rhythm

between the rolled notes in the right hand and the chords in the
left.

This method tends to make for a frantic sound of rapid notes

unless performed with absolute smoothness and therefore the former
solution seems to make the most musical sense even though it calls

20
for more physical maneuvering.

Example 12 illustrates the passages

discussed above.
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Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measures

P

3 -5.

The rhythmic activity in the next several measures is

intense with extremely complex patterns in the two parts that are
very difficult to coordinate.

In this area of the piece and others,

the marimbist must blend from rolls (on single notes or chords) to

single notes (or chords) in rhythm as opposed to the unmeasured
sound of the roll suddenly giving way to measured subdivisions
of the beat.

When performed properly, this blending makes for a

smooth, flowing quality on the marimba.

The bass trombonist

encounters a flurry of altered pitches within these complex rhythmic
patterns.

This section requires a good deal of concentration backed

by careful preparation in order to be secure both in the rhythms and
the correct deviation of pitch.
In the next few measures,

the rhythmic complexity eases and

the problem of range is to be dealt with by the bass trombonist.

An octave slur from F1 (pedal F)

difficult.

to F during a decrescendo is very

Two bars later the lowest note of the piece occurs,

double pedal Bb- -one whole tone below Cl.

Even though this is an

21

extremely low pitch, it has been written intelligently.
the bar and there is one whole beat rest

A

C

begins

(at a very slow tempo)

reset the embouchure necessary to obtain the note.

to

Owing to the

extreme register, careful tonguing is required to make the note
Example 13 illustrates this passage.

"speak" at the proper time.
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Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measure

In measure 20,

15.

the bass trombonist must perform one of the

"across the grain" glissandi spreading over an octave and a

diminished seventh.

The rhythms between the two parts are again

very complicated and the performers must "lock -in" on the notes
that do happen to occur at the same time.

The bb at the end of

measure 21 lines up with the last chord in the left hand of the

marimba and in the following measure, the triplets can be aligned
but care must be given to the octave grace notes so that they come

before the beat and do not disturb the somewhat unified rhythm.
All of this is shown in Example 14.
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This section ends with soft glissandi in the lower trigger register
for the bass trombone and a dying away chord on the marimba, marked

niente.
The next section, beginning at measure 27 is another area

which is unmetered and begins with a cadenza for the bass trombone.
There are not too many difficulties with this passage except for
short rapid glissandi into altered pitches and quick travels through

pitch ranges although not to extremes.

The bass trombone cadenza

concludes with a violently harsh smear to the bottom of the trigger
register which leads to a slowly rolled chord on the marimba which
is

to appear

from silence.

See Example 15.
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Example

Again,

slow

roll)

Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measures 27 -28.

the marimba cadenza poses no serious problems aside from

maintaining
chord.

15.

(A
a

connected sound when moving from chord to

a smooth,

When the bass trombone re- enters, the performer must have

excellent control in the pedal register to achieve a good tone
without an airy sound within the dynamics indicated.

See

(Although it is a bit hard to read, the E1 is to be

Example 16.
played p.)
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'

Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measures 31 -32.
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Two special effects are required of the marimbist in the

following section which returns to a meter

(4

marked Agitato

J

=54).

The first requires the mallet to be left on the bar after the attack
to muffle the sound and give it a secco effect.

indicated by a

" +"

above them.

These notes are

The second effect is achieved by

bouncing the handle of the mallet near the ball on the end of the
bar.

As the mallet does not want to bounce on its own for the

duration of a quarter note as indicated, the performer must do what
amounts to a bounce -roll in order to sustain the pitch.

The bass

trombone must perform a wide variety of dynamics in this section

ranging from ppp to ff and while playing into the trigger and
pedal registers.

This section also contains several smears in

various registers and at varying dynamic levels.

Measure 47

contains a difficult passage for both the marimba and the bass
trombone.

Example 17 shows the elevenlet on the fourth beat for

the marimba with the loud descending triplet into the pedal register
for the bass trombone.
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17.

Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measure 47.
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Measure 52 returns to a slower tempo

J=40) and

(

to 4 meter.

The marimbist must play an extended passage on the nodes but this
time alone so that balance with the bass trombone is not a problem.

Measures 59 -60 (Example 18) are extremely difficult for the
marimbist.
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Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measure 59.

The player must make subtle changes not only in the dynamics but

within the speed of the repeated notes of the four note chords.
An extremely sensitive performer is required to execute this passage

properly.

The bass trombone goes through a series of altered pitches

in and around glissandi over the rolled marimba chords.

The dynamics

build and lead to the final section marked Chorale.
The beginning of the chorale (beat
of the work.

It is most appropriate

2

of m.

69)

is the climax

that a composition dedicated to

Emory Remington should contain a chorale, especially at the high

point of the piece, as he began the long tradition of the performance
of Bach chorales at all of the concerts given by the Eastman Trombone

Choir.

Some of the most difficult of the altered pitches occur here

in the chorale.

Perhaps the overwhelming desire to play chorales in

26
tune hampers the ability to play slightly out of tune.

Sustained,

full- bodied lines in the middle and lower registers require efficient
The marimbist must

use of the air supply by the bass trombonist.

draw sufficient sound from the instrument while playing the four

note chords in order to match the sound of the bass trombone.

It

is

a moment requiring careful attention to balance as the bass trombone

The piece dies away over the

can easily overpower the marimba.

next 18 measures to the end.

The dynamics decrease, the pitches

move into the lower registers and the tempo slows down considerably
reaching

i=6O three measures from

The roll of the final

the end.

chord sustained by the marimba slows down so much that at the end
the roll has literally come apart, hand by hand.

of the piece,

See Example 19.
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19.

Warren Benson, Largo Tah, measures 85 -87.

Largo Tah appears to be emerging as a popular and important
addition to both the bass trombone and marimba repertoires.

Overall,

27

it is a difficult work,

one which requires mature musicianship and

high technical ability on the part of both performers.

Yet,

final product is well worth the time spent in preparation.

the
It is a

fitting tribute to Remington.
Duel for Trombone and Percussion, written by

Encounters IV:

William Kraft in 1972, provides quite

a

contrast to Largo Tah.

The

work was commissioned by Karen and Thomas Ervin and was recorded by
them on Crystal Records

(

It was also given its world premiere

#S641).

by them at the University of Arizona.

According to the notes that

accompany the three movement piece, it is patterned after the
composers Encounters III:
based on medieval warfare.
F

Duel for Trumpet and Percussion and is
The piece calls for a tenor trombone with

attachment with a cup mute, a harmon mute, a straight mute and a

plunger mute.

The percussion set -up called for is extensive and not

Required instruments are:

all easily obtained.
tenor drum,

2

timbales,

steel mixing bowls,

9

2

bongos,

4

timpani,

crotales, 11 tuned stainless

tuned gongs (crotale, bowl and gong pitches are

all illustrated in Example 20),

trash can lid.

10

vibraphone,

4

graduated tam tams and

1

galvanized

28
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William Kraft, Encounters IV: Due Z for
Example 20.
Trombone and Percussion, Instructions page.

The composer also calls for specific mallets including two double

ended mallets, each with

a

medium vibe mallet on one end and

glock mallet on the other end.

a

hard

Provisions are made in the directions

for substitutions if all of the above instruments are not available.

Chimes may be used in place of the pitched gongs and the muted gongs
in the third movement

(to be discussed later) may be replaced by

small (14" to 16 ") cymbals.

Kraft has also included a diagram of

how the instruments are to be set up onstage.

It should be pointed
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out that compositions involving large percussion set -ups usually

work best when the composer devised the physical set -up first and
then wrote the music that can be played practically on that parti-

A composer can relieve the performer of a good deal

cular layout.

of confusion and frustration
of his

well as increase the likelihood

(as

composition getting performed) by working out the problems

surrounding the physical layout before the first notes are placed on
paper.
The first movement, Strategy, begins with the percussionist

playing an ostinato pattern (marked pppp) on the timpani with the
fingers at his fixed position.

The trombonist, being the aggressor,

enters (physically and musically)

spelling out in Morse code (on

a phrase that was rather popular during World War II,
to make peace ".

E)

"Make war

The first of four spellings of this statement is

marked ppp and is played with

a tight cup mute.

The trombonist

then switches to a harmon mute for the second statement.

The

percussionist moves to a different ostinato pattern on the same
four pitches.

straight mute.

The trombonist changes mutes again, this

With these mute changes,

effect is produced.
(i.e.

a

time to a

kind of double crescendo

Each of the three mutes is progressively "louder"

stops the sound less and less) and when combined with gradually

increasing dynamics, it produces a very effective crescendo.
the second and third statements,

Between

the percussionist must play with one

hand alone while picking up an ultra- staccato timpani stick, play

with the one stick while picking up the other and then continue with
both sticks.

This transition can be a bit difficult to make smoothly

and unnoticeably.

By the fourth statement,

the trombonist has no mute

30

and is playing

ff

and the percussionist strengthens his position with

the growing ostinato pattern.

been completed,

After the initial confrontation has

series of 12 attacks (by the trombonist)

a

counterattacks (by the percussionist) are played.
the instructions,
1)

in order from

the performers;

and

According to

these may be performed in three different ways:
1

3)

through 12;

2)

in an order pre- determined by

in random order,

in which case the percussionist

must imunedaitely recognize the attack and respond accordingly and

provisions must be made for those that begin simultaneously.

As

some of these attacks and counterattacks pose no specific problems,

only selected ones will be discussed.
The first attack from the trombone calls for a wide slide

vibrato on Bb.

This note must be taken on the F valve in third

position as opposed to the more standard first position in order to
achieve an evenly wide vibrato.

7'IQ

1.1117t_

Example 21 illustrates this passage.

Yi6

William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
Example 21.
first trombone attack.

1,

For the fifth attack, the trombonist must take the outer slide off and

replace only the top slide tube and then play "rapid figures, mostly

breathy sounds, alternate modes

(staccato,

legato, etc.)

".

The

percussionist, still on timpani, must use two different mallets, wood
in the right hand and hard felt in the left.

The wooden mallet plays

rim shots while the felt plays muted notes (pressed into the head of

31

There are also two fingernail glissandi (one from each

the drum).

hand) required played by striking the fingernails across the drum

head while changing the pitch of the drum.
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See Example 22.
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Example 22. William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
fifth attack /counterattack.

Number

7

cerio AEAO i

1,

contains a cryptic dedication to Karen Ervin, spelling out

her first name in Morse code in the trombone part and her last name
in the timpani part.

See Example 23.

f

7

Example 23. William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
seventh attack /counterattack.

Number

8

1,

contains some of the most difficult trombone figures in

the entire piece.

Awkward intervals covering a wide range, a very

fast figure in the upper register,

a leap

down of three and a half

octaves and then back up almost three octaves require extraordinary

control over the entire instrument.

The virtuosic figures in the

Ec
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timpani are only vaguely outlined and are to be improvised by the

percussionist.
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See Example 24.
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William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
Example 24.
eighth attack /counterattack.

The final attack,

1,

started by the percussionist, calls for the performer

to place the f# mixing bowl on the 22"

timpani and roll on the edge of

the bowl while shifting the tuning pedal up and down slightly.

The

trombonist must play the same f# and vary the pitch slightly up and
down in sympathy with the changing timpani /bowl pitch.
The notes accompanying the piece have this to say concerning
the next movement:

The second movement is the most explicit commentary in
It is titled "Truce of God" after a medieval
the piece.
convention supervised by the Pope wherein fighting was
suspended from Thursday sundown to Monday sunrise.
The
ineffectuality of this convention against man's evidently
stronger predilection for combat is represented by a
variation which distorts the conductus "Beata Viscera"
by the 13th century composer Perotin
.

.

.

.

This monophonic conductus is attributed to Perotin by the

late 13th century English writer known today as Anonymous IV and is
found in Florence, Biblioteca Medicea- Laurenziana,

which dates from between 1245 and 1255.
and 422v.

See Example 25.

It

is

Pluteus 29.1

found in folio 422r
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Example 25. Perotin monophonic conductus Beata Viscera,
Florence, Biblioteca Medicea -Laurenziana, Pluteus 29.1,
f.

422r, 422v.

A transcription of the piece can be found in the Harvard Anthology of
Music (HAM) Vol.

I,

#17c.

See Example 26.
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Example 26.
Archibald T. Davison and Willi Apel, Harvard
Anthology of Music, Vol. I, No. 17c.

This is the most likely Kraft's source for the tune.

The translation

of the text is as follows:

The blessed offspring of the Virgin Mary, concealing
the power of the spirit under another garment, has
pronounced the peace of God and man.
0 amazing wonder
and new joy, the mother, having borne a child, remains
a virgin.

The entire movement, as is the first, is unmetered but for the

most part uses conventional note values.

Example 27 shows a compressed

version of the trombone part only in order to easily compare it with
the HAM transcription.

slowly
A
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Example 27. William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
opening trombone statement.

2,
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The composer uses octave displacement, plunger mute, wide dynamic
range,

trills and varied rhythms to distort the conductus tune.

The

melisma on 0 (after Dei et hominis) is not used and new material has
been composed to replace it.

See Example 28, shown with the per-

cussion part also.

ò as

Example 28. William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
p. 2, system 4.

The same occurs with the melisma on post.

2,

The trombone part is

interspersed with bell -like sounds from the gongs, bowls, vibraphone
As the bowls are not easily recognized by pitch,

and crotales.

the

composer has set up an order that they are to be placed on the table
and then assigned a number to each bowl.

Example 29 shows the

notation of a part for vibraphone, bowls and one gong.
also various

There are

comments added by the five graduated drums throughout

this movement.
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William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
Example 29.
percussion part, p. 1, system 3.

2,

The second movement technical demands of the trombone part are

not too great although there are two lip trills in the upper register
and some flutter -tonguing in the lower register that may need special

attention.

As the tempo is quite slow,

be made without haste and unhurried.

the wide dissonant leaps can

The main difficulty in the

percussion part lies in the scurrying about necessary to play all of
the instruments called for as they are considerably spread out over

the physical layout.

Trying to keep one eye on the page (incidently,

the performer must have several copies of the music on different

music stands scattered around the set -up) and the other on the
instruments to be played calls for intense concentration and physical
coordination.

Some memorization would be advantageous.

An optional tape collage,

prepared under the composers

direction by William Malloch, can accompany this movement.

The

material used to make the collage is comprised of World War

I

and songs as well as similar material from later periods.

speeches

No attempt

has been made to coordinate the written music with the sounds on the
tape.

Instead, it serves as an eerie commentary on the entire proceedings.
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The final movement, Tactics,

the way in which the battle is

fought, finds the combatants locked in "all out war ".

The beginning

has an interesting effect produced on the five graduated drums.
first line and a half are played with the hands only.

The

After the

initial attacks, the fingers are scraped across the heads of the
drums moving into slight swells while the performer shifts back and

forth from skin scraping sounds to fingernail scraping sounds.

See

Example 30.

PL tC

-4

4

s

Example 30. William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
beginning.

3,

The trombone makes its presence known and the percussionist very

boldly accepts the challenge with a short loud burst on the timpani.
The battle now begins and continues to the end of the movement.
is

It

interesting that while the trombone part is filled with very

exact dynamic markings throughout, the percussionist must rely on

varying sizes of noteheads for indications of volume.
are played louder than smaller ones.

ACCcL

!C

Larger notes

See Example 31.

cRE sc.

William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
Example 31.
percussion part, p. 2, system 1.

-rA. TAM

3,

*i
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The percussionist plays most of this movement on what Kraft
calls "muted gongs ", upside down mixing bowls and the vibraphone

with the damper pedal fixed down so that unless the notes are marked

with a

(to muffle as in Benson's Largo Tah),

" +"

through.

the sound rings

The muted gongs are merely the tuned gongs laid flat on a

soft surface (a rug or blanket) and played on the nipple (or bump)
in the middle with a mallet.

These gongs mixed with the upside down

bowls produce an extremely unusual and fascinating timbre.

The

vibraphone must be set into a "Bunker trill" which requires setting
the two rows of paddles under the two rows of bars to a perpendicular

position so that when the motor is on, a wah -wah effect is produced
when the notes are struck.
is

In several instances, the percussionist

given an ostinato -like pattern and then after the idea has been

established, he is instructed to improvise in the same style.

Other

places will occasionally give pitches with the remainder of the
notes indeterminate with register only vaguely hinted at.

See

Example 32.

Example 32. William Kraft, Encounters IV, movement
percussion part, p. 3, system 4.

3,

The trombone part, on the other hand, is very precisely

notated throughout with no randomness, chance or improvisation.
Each line is full of virtuosic figures covering all registers of
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the instrument, many requiring complex plunger work often combined

with fluttertongue and extreme dynamic ranges.
places that call for multiphonics.

There are several

These, however, have the sucig

note lower in pitch than the played note which is very difficult; for
many players who have not well- equipped themselves with a wide range
There are also a few isolated vocalí-zations,

of multiphonics technique.

although there is no indication as to whether these are to be d)ne
through or away from the instrument.
is not often very successful.

One effect is called for ,Alich

The player is required to clap

plunger against the bell of the trombone.
a

tile

This is usually done during

rather busy part in the percussion which very easily drowns

i

out.

One could use a metal plunger which would make a sufficient souiId to
be heard but the risk of damaging the instrument does not quite Seem
to justify it.

Sprinkled throughout are very fast, awkward pas ages

which require extensive drill.
these flow a bit easier.

mal1Y of

Alternate positions can make

In several instances,

the trombonist Dust

play in the trigger register while operating the plunger mute
left hand.

w:í-th

the

Thus the thumb trigger cannot be engaged and thesesiotes

can only be obtained by "lipping down" to the proper pitch.

several minutes of frantic, virtuosic "battle ",

bonist retreats offstage sustaining an E at ff.

the defeated

A1íer
trc

m-

The mute sequeiace

from the beginning of the composition is reversed, all on a sustained
E

while both parts gradually decrease in volume.

After the

loris;

E

with the tight cup mute, the trombonist then spells out "peace"
several times in Morse code.
and maintained its territory.

The percussionist has won the

batt - le
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Some of the problems connected with this composition are not

related to the performance aspects --such as acquiring all of the

necessary percussion instruments.

Once all of the instruments are

secured and work on the piece can begin, it proves to be an exciting
and rewarding musical experience.

CHAPTER IV
WORKS FOR ONE TROMBONE AND MORE THAN ONE PERCUSSIONIST

There is a small but growing number of works for one trombonist
and more than one percussionist or for a percussion ensemble.

Some of

the earlier works in this category have proved unsuccessful.

More

recent attempts, however, are yielding more satisfactory results.

One

such example is the Concerto for Bass Trombone and Percussion by

Lamont Downs.
The Concerto was completed in February of 1974 and was written
as part of

Music.
a

the composer's graduate studies at the Eastman School of

The work calls for a solo bass trombone (with a straight mute,

bucket mute and

a

whisper mute), two pianos, celeste and

percussion battery to be played by four percussionists.

a

large

Although

the work calls for 37 percussion instruments, none of them are unusual
in any way and all are readily available.

A conductor is required.

In spite of the dedication, "To all the Madmen ", it is a very

serious composition.
and Finale.

It is in four movements, Prologue, Aria,

Scherzo

The first movement begins with a bass trombone cadenza

incorporating rapid dynamic changes, a wide register and harmonic

glissani on the

F valve.

The movement proper begins after the

cadenza and is marked Allegro molto
in two basic styles,

(1

=156)

4.

The soloist plays

at first staccato eighth notes

41

(with some accents)

42

which also use "across the grain" grace notes and towards the end of
the movement, an expressive lyrical passage in a straight mute.

A

series of rising glissandi, beginning in the trigger register, moves
up through the middle and into the upper register.

At the end of the

movement, the soloist is to play an fl into the open lid of Piano
as softly as possible,

I,

crescendoing into a series of grace notes down

the sixth position harmonic series to F marked fff.

There are no

special difficulties or techniques required of the accompanying
ensemble.

This movement is relatively short as compared to the

other three.
The second movement, Aria, has no standard meter signature
at the beginning

(an "X"

is

given,

il2O,

sempre) and remains, for

the most part, unmetered until a section towards the end which is
in

4

(1

=60).

Even here,

metered structure.

the soloist moves in and out of the

The notes accompanying the manuscript explain

the way the movement is to be performed:

Unmetered bars must be played exactly in tempo.
These
bars are not aleatoric, but are very precisely notated
as to rhythmic values desired.
It is strongly urged
that performers individually practice these sections
with a metronome before rehearsing.
Performers are not
intended to be precisely synchronized in these sections,
but if tempos are not observed, the overall sequence of
events may be seriously disrupted.
In the second movement each player is provided with his
own line and, where necessary, a "cue" line.
The
conductor is to give only downbeats for the unmetered
bars (indicated by rehearsal letters) after which the
performers proceed on their own receiving cues from one

another (indicated by arrows).
Staves connected by
dotted lines are to be synchronized by the performers
involved, but not conducted.
It is the responsibility
of the conductor, however, to see that the overall time
relationships are preserved.
Metered bars in this movement are to be conducted as inconspicuously as possible.
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As the title suggests,

this movement is made up primarily of

sustained legato lines, generally in the quieter dynamic range, for
the soloist over varying types of accompanying sounds from the

The range is rather wide, sometimes staying in the upper

ensemble.

register for extended periods.

The glissandi in the movement are

well thought out and are complete with accurate slide position indications.

In one instance,

the soloist is

to tongue a low note

(notated as D) but without sounding a tone.

multiphonic in which the sung pitch is

a

Also required is a

minor seventh below the

played note with both sliding down into near silence.

The soloist

must play numerous "across the grain" glissandi --on the open horn,
on the single valve and on the double valve (in E).

The ending is

quite trecherous, ending on a staccato al marked pp.
This is an important movement for the accompanying ensemble.

Although the individual parts, on the whole, pose no extraordinary
technical demands, the coordination of the required sounds is crucial.
There is an extended percussion section in the middle of the movement

which begins as a violent snare drum solo soon joined by the four tom
toms and finally by the field drum.

A bass drum roll quietly supports

this section making a gradual crescendo with the other instruments

building to a climax and a return to the slower, quieter mood as in
the beginning.

When the soloist re- enters at the end of this section,

he begins to play into Piano I (with a bucket mute), as in the first

movement, and continues to play there until the end of the movement.
Of the special effects employed, two somewhat unusual ones occur in
the Piano

I

part.

At one point, he must depress certain keys without

sounding and then run a guitar pick along the strings, then a fingernail
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and finally down to a glissando made with the finger, each softer

than the previous one.

In other places, the player must strike the

strings with various mallets.

Example 33 shows where certain lower

strings are to be struck with a bass drum mallet (upper system).
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Example 33. Lamont Downs, Concerto for Bass Trombone
and Percussion, movement 2, p. 13.

This example also shows how the movement is laid out and how the

arrows are used to coordinate the events.

Another interesting

effect called for is that after the final chord has been struck by
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the entire accompanying ensemble, the vibist is to turn the motor

on "slow" and gradually speed up the motor as the sound decays.
The third movement, Scherzo,
to act as a relief

movement is in

4

is intended as

from the intensity of the Aria.

( J-=120 or faster)

.

a game of

sorts

The entire

It begins with all of the

performers tapping their feet on the downbeat of each measure.
In the

fourth measure, Percussion

an accent over the first beat.

I

enters with three quarter notes,

This is to be played on any instru-

ment and at any dynamic but not changing dynamics or instruments

within a measure.

This is to continue until the five measure coda.

The soloist enters in the eighth measure and continues to play for

most of the movement.

The "tune" is basically staccato quarter notes

forming a disjunct rhythmic feel -- bordering on comic.
continues,

As the soloist

duplets and various glissandi, both natural and "across

the grain ", are incorporated.

Towards the end of the movement,

the

soloist is required to play "out of time" (molto rit.) from the steady
pulse of the foot tapping and Percussion

I.

Ever -growing intervals

on tenuto quarter notes lead to a fermata on f#1 with a leap down to
Eb1, where the soloist then rejoins the ensemble's meter.

The ensemble has a bit of fun accompanying in this movement.
The score has boxes with arrows pointing to various barlines in the

soloist's part.

Each box indicates when a particular player is to

enter, playing any one of a number of events on his page or making up
an event of his own.

The score has these events listed in an appendix.

Example 34 illustrates how the boxes are employed as well as the

humorous coda (also to be cued by the conductor).
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Example 34. Lamont Downs,. Concerto for Bass Trombone
and Percussion, movement 3, p. 33.

The Finale is by far the most substantial movement of the

Concerto.

It begins with a bass trombone

steady, muffled tom tom beat.

cadenza over a slow,

The members of the ensemble enter in

fairly rapid succession on accelerating repeated eighth notes, each
at his own speed.

The movement then gets under way with an
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Allegro molto

i

(

=156) which is very similar to the Prologue.

soloist plays marcatissimo lines over punctuated chords.
solo passage is very difficult.

The

The next

In a series of legatissimo eighth

notes, the soloist must constantly change slide positions, even on

consecutive unison pitches.

Proper intonation, when changing

positions on the same pitch, is very difficult, especially at the

indicated tempo.

The timbrai differences are small but effective

One of the percussion effects called for in

when properly executed.

this section is that the player is to rapidly alternate striking the

edge of the suspended cymbal and the crown and also play the same

basic effect on the snare drum.
also but only on the cymbal.

This was used in the first movement

The soloist again goes "out of time"

from the rest of the ensemble on an ostinato pattern of glissandi,

winding down to
Allegretto

(

a

tempo change.

Exchanges are made between

=88) sections and Allegro

1

(

=120)

sections --both

with changing meters and contrasting staccato and legato passages.
A wild series of glissandi in the ensemble leads back to the

Allegro molto

(

1

=156)

.

This section contains material like what was heard before,

alternating slide positions on unisons in legato passages and ultra staccato sections through rapidly changing meters.
of the section,

Towards the end

some of the percussionists become responsible for

several instruments at once.

Again, the soloist goes "out of time"

and slows considerably, moving down into the trigger register at

extremely loud dynamics.
way to the Grave

(1

=56)

The snare drum takes control and leads the

closing section.

See Example 35.
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Lamont Downs, Concerto for Bass Trombone
Example 35.
and Percussion, movement 4, p. 59.

The meters change through this cycle illustrated

eight times to the end of the piece.

(

5
4

4
,

4

3
,

4

2
,

4

1
,

)

4

This section contains steadily

decreasing chords supporting what amounts to a cadenza by the soloist
as it is not coordinated with the meter structure of the ensemble.

An

interesting effect helps end the piece --a pencil, preferably wrapped
in metal foil,

is laid on the strings of Piano I

and a chord is struck

with the damper pedal down allowing the pencil to vibrate freely on
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the strings.

The soloist, in a whisper mute, glisses up, both natural

and "across the grain ",

into the extreme upper register- -dying away

(perhaps literally!) at the top.

A fading away, muffled tom tom

concludes the piece.
This Concerto is a major contribution to the literature.

demands highly advanced players on all parts as well as adequate

rehearsal time to ensure an accurate performance.

It

CHAPTER V
WORKS FOR TROMBONE, PERCUSSION AND TAPE

As works for electronic tape increase in number,

works involving the electronic medium.

so do chamber

There are to date, however,

only a few works just for trombone, percussion and tape.

As men-

tioned above, the Kraft Encounters has a tape collage which can

accompany the second movement however it does not technically fall
into this category as the tape is not an integral part of the compo-

sition as a whole.

One such work in which the tape plays an equal,

if not "more than equal ",
.

.

role to those of the instrumentalists is

From Behind the Unreasoning Mask, composed by Roger Reynolds
This work has rapidly established itself as an important

in 1975.

composition in the genre.
Records (NW237)

It has been recorded for New World

.

The piece calls for trombone (with plunger mute), one

percussionist and an assistant percussionist.

On the recording, Miles

Anderson is the trombonist, Tom Raney the percussionist and the
composer serves as the assistant.

The percussion battery includes

xylophone, glockenspiel, vibraphone,
3

2

bass drums (high and low),

tom toms (high, medium, low), suspended cymbal, small gong,

blocks,

2

flexatones

5

temple

(the trombonist has the option of playing one of

these or it may be played by the assistant percussionist),

50

claves,
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3

pairs of castanets (the trombonist must play one of these), wooden

wind chimes and glass wind chimes.

There are very specific directions

for the mallets to be used as well as the need to have two contrabass

bows with which to bow the edge of the vibraphone bars and in one
place to bow the xylophone --a very unusual effect.

Also required

is a large comb to pull across the vibraphone bars but

it is diffi-

cult to find a comb that is large enough and sturdy enough to produce
the volume necessary at the points where they occur.

An interesting

effect called for involves using knitting needles as mallets on the
temple blocks and once on the vibraphone.

The accompanying tape is

four -channel and a speaker is to be placed in each corner of the

room so that the electronic sounds envelop the listener.
As mentioned above,

the tape plays an extremely important

role in the composition so it is important for the performers to be

familiar with what is on the tape.

Some works with tape are not too

successful at putting on paper the electronic sounds heard, however,
this score illustrates very clearly the contents of the tape.

Perhaps this is because of the nature of the sounds involved,

primarily altered trombone, piano and percussion (percussive) sounds.
The piece (17% minutes in duration)

six "unique,

is laid out in a series of

transient events that are arrayed into a sonic grid"

(notes accompanying the manuscript).

These events are begun with an

explosion of sorts from all four channels of the tape which, according
to the note on page one,

should be "oppressively loud ".

Example 36 (page one) illustrates numerous aspects of the
piece.
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First of all, it shows the clear -cut physical layout of the page.
The time sequence (each page lasts one minute)

is

located at the top

and is intended to aid in the coordination of the live performers and
the tape.

It

should be pointed out that in actual performance these

time markings and the tape were considerably awry by the end of the

piece -- perhaps due to faulty, or in need of adjustment, playback
equipment.

These time markings are useful for first getting acquainted

with the piece but should not be relied upon in a performance situation
unless they are completely accurate.

There is a period in the middle

of the work in which the tape is silent for over a minute and a half.

The timer would be advantageous in this place, however,

after suffi-

cient rehearsal, the performers can gain a fairly accurate sense of

pacing and come out very close to the proper time without having to
rely on a clock.

The four channels of the tape occupy the space below the time
line.

The first of the six explosions mentioned above begins the

piece and is notated in an interesting and surprisingly accurate
manner.

The events on the tape are, again, very clearly notated and

dotted lines are drawn down into the instrumental parts to aid in

coordinating the live events with those on the tape.

Although these

lines can tend to clutter up an already "busy" page,

it would be most

difficult to do the piece without them.
It should be pointed out that

it is of vital importance to

make sure that each of the four channels of the tape eminate from the
same corner of the room each time the work is rehearsed so that when
it is performed,

the players will be familiar with where each sound

will be coming from.

In some of the busier sections of the piece,
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the performers can easily miss out on an important cue which,

especially if working without a clock, can destroy the coordination.
It can be very confusing

where it is expected.

to have a cue come from someplace other than

Perhaps a monitor system for the performers

could alleviate some of the problems, provided it didn't interfere

with the audience's perception of the electronic sounds.
The three performers'

parts follow under the tape notation.

It is curious that the piece calls for one percussionist and an

assistant percussionist as opposed to two percussionists.
a

Indeed,

competent percussionist is needed to fill the assistant percussionist

role.

Although the assistant is not required to play material at the

level of difficulty that the percussionist does, he does remain active

throughout most of the piece.

Perhaps this is the reason the composer

chose those designations.
As was the case in the Downs Concerto,

this piece is much too

long and complex to attempt a "blow -by- blow" commentary, however,

those

portions that are relevant to this document will be explored.
Of the numerous effects required of the trombonist, some of
the more common ones are fluttertonguing, multiphonics,

and plunger mute.

vocalizations

The manner in which some of these effects are

sometimes employed are not so common.

The opening passage in the

trombone (see Example 36) combines fluttertongue, a glissando and a
short release note.

In other instances,

fluttertonguing is added

and /or subtracted from a sustained pitch, moving in and out of the

effect very smoothly.

Multiphonics are employed in a variety of ways.

Octaves and

unisons are used extensively, especially with the unisons moving apart,
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either the played or sung pitch glissing away from the unison, to
take advantage of the resultant "beat" tones.

In some instances,

close dissonant intervals move together to become a unison.
to be sung appear both above and below the played pitch.

point,

Notes

At one

the score calls for the performer to sing gl and play a

glissando from

f

gl.

up to a unison with the

As a true glissando

of a major tenth is not possible on the trombone but is with the

voice,

the passage is more convincingly performed when the roles
In Example 37, a parallel multiphonic

are switched.

required.

glissando is

This example also contains other items that will be

discussed later.
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Roger Reynolds ...From Behind the Unreasoning
Example 37.
Mask, end of p. 2.

Vocalizations are quite prominent in this work, with requirements for the performer to sing both breathing in and breathing out
(the score indicates

singing "ingressively" and "egressively ").
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Great effort must be made in order for the naturally weaker ingressive
singing to match up in volume (obviously, the desired tone quality

should be different)

to that of the egressive.

With all of the multi -

phonics and vocalization required, the player should exercise caution

when rehearsing so as not to overtax what is often times an untrained

voice and risk injury to the vocal chords.

Example 38 is a good

sampling of some of the vocalization and multiphonic writing.

The

performer must have excellent control of multiphonic techniques as
well as

a

strong pitch sense in order to play passages such as this

accurately.

Although the writing for the plunger mute is not really unusual
in any way,

it is used a good deal of the time.

It is

found quite

often coupled with the multiphonics which can produce very interesting

A vocal quality is called for twice --both with the plunger

sounds.

mute in the upper register.

One is marked as an anguished cry and

the other as a strained vocal quality.

Example 38 also illustrates

the manner in which the plunger openings and closings are clearly

notated.
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Roger Reynolds ...From Behind the Unreasoning
Mask, trombone part, end of p. 13.
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Some of the more unusual effects include high lip squeaks which,

when placed in context between very loud tom tom and bass drum notes,
make an interesting contrast.

Also required is rapid tonguing but

only with air and not with a pitch.

This is combined with the knitting

needles on the temple blocks for one of the quieter timbres in the
In some places the trombonist must pulsate the dynamics to

piece.

either imitate precisely the vibrations of the bowed vibraphone bar
(with the motor on) or to play out of phase with the vibrations.

For

well over half of the piece the trombonist is required to slowly
rotate or face into different areas of the performance space in order
to explore the different sound possibilities and qualities of the

room.

As this takes the performer away from the printed page,

memorization of certain sections becomes necessary.
Finally, mention should be made of the range and dynamics.
The piece not only covers a wide pitch range over its entirety but

often in a very short period of time.

Rapid, wide leaps are very

common as is moving back and forth between clefs
In fact,

a

is a good

(bass and treble).

good portion of the work is notated in treble clef which

indication as to the tessitura.

they are often in the extremes and,

very rapidly.

In regards to dynamics,

like the pitch range, also change

A quick glance back to Example 38 is indicative of the

use of dynamics.

An unusual dynamic is used,

that of an "n" which,

although there is no indication of it, must mean to come from silence.
Many of the percussion techniques and effects have already been
mentioned but there are a few others that merit attention.
instances,

In many

the percussionist is given the beginning of a pattern

repeated notes) and is instructed in how to alter or maintain that

(or
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pattern, often to be played as fast as possible.

In this respect,

resembles somewhat the final movement of the Kraft Encounters.
of

it

Most

the bowing of the vibraphone bars is done by the assistnat although

there are quite a few instances where both players are bowing.
is one passage for the percussion which goes

the pulse is

1

There

into a meter of sorts,

=60 so that it lines up with the time sequence.

It

is a series of repeated chords on the vibraphone and glockenspiel in

very complex rhythmic subdivisions.

Over the next half minute, two

more chords are interpolated into the pattern,
Towards the end of this passage,

which grows in intensity.

the assistant must play the top note

of one of the chords requiring a great deal of coordination and commu-

nication (eye contact or body movement).

In some instances,

different

mallets are required at the same time as shown on page one (Example 36).
One highly unusual effect is shown in Example 37 in which superball

mallets are rubbed circularly across the drum head of the bass drums.
In this example,

the low drum is "rolled" on and a single note is

played on the high drum.

In a performance situation,

it was found

that dipping the mallet head in water helped increase friction and

therefore produce the proper sound.

This also illustrates the manner

in which the trombone rotations mentioned above are notated.

one very interesting timbrai effect is worth mentioning.

Finally,

During the

decay of the third tape "explosion ", small cymbal and gong notes

interplay with the pulsations from the tape.
the sounds on channels 2,

3

and

4

In rapid succession,

are abruptly stopped with what is

called a "stone series" which sounds very much like clapping two
large stones together.

At each of these cues,

one of the players

(including the trombonist) begins to play castanets at varying
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speeds and dynamics.

channel

Several seconds later, a stone series on

cues the end of that event.

1

Although it is hard to describe

on paper, the aural effect is most interesting.

The composer's notes which accompany the recording shed a

great deal of light on the programmatic nature of the piece:

From Behind the Unreasoning Mask presents an
interplay between a four -channel tape (at first sparse,
but becoming a dense sonic tapestry) and live performers
who respond in diverse ways to the prerecorded sounds
Imitation, contradiction, and indeand to each other.
pendence (even between the percussionist's hands, or the
breath- and hand -impulses of the trombonist) variously
guide the three performers in an evolving strategy for
The work
penetrating the growing authority of the tape.
is carefully notated, but there are improvisatory details.
The trombone part is a veritable dictionary of special
techniques recently made possible on that instrument.
.

.

.

The four- channel tape is the metamorphic "Mask" of the
The forceful,
title behind which the performers act.
prerecorded events that define the tape are arranged
in precisely measured time patterns that, in general,
accelerate or retard during the course of the work,
constituting a system of reference cues for the performers. Widely spaced in time, these prerecorded
attacks -- electronically modified instrumental sounds- are meant to evoke a kind of "Unreasoning" monolithic
authority, sometimes imitating, sometimes contrasting
with, the live sounds.

CHAPTER VI

A LISTING OF WORKS
As a single listing of chamber works

for trombone and percussion

does not exist, the author has compiled a list which includes compo-

sitions for trombone(s) and percussion alone or in mixed ensembles of
up to five performers.

Composition or publication dates, when known,

are given as are the source of availability.

Instrumentation is

also shown but detailed lists of instruments required in multiple

percussion set -ups are not practical here.
asterisk

(

*)

Works marked with an

are available directly from Robert King Music Sales,

112A Main Street, N. Easton, Massachusetts, 02356.

A list of

composer's and publisher's addresses follows the listing of works.
ALBERT,

Thomas

Sound Frames

Media Press

trombone, oboe, saxophone, vibraphone
ALLISON, Howard

Evolution (1971)

trombone, percussion (one player)
ALSINA, Carlos Roque
cello, trombone,

ANDERSON, T.

J.

Trio, op.

(1967)*

Bote

&

Bock

Minstrel Man (1977)*

Bote

&

Bock

19

percussion

bass trombone, hi -hat, bass drum (one player)
BACHELDER, D.

F.

Piece for Trombonist
and Percussionist
(1976) *
60

Shawnee

61

BANKERT, Robert

Duo (1973)

Composer

Largo Tah (1978)

Composer

Blatant Hypothesis

Galaxy Music

Quintet (1975)*

Seesaw

bass trombone, marimba
BENSON, Warren

bass trombone, marimba
BERGSMA, William

trombone and percussion
BLICKHAN,

Tim

alto flute, viola,

trombone, piano, percussion

BOZZA, Eugene

Trois Essais*

Alphonse Leduc

Random

Composer

trombone and percussion
BRANDON, Sy

7

trombone and percussion
CAHN, William L.

Sonata for Trombone
and Percussion (1966,
rev.

Composer

1970)

one trombone, three percussionists

Frank

Commedie op. 42
(1971)*

Music for Percussion

CHARDON

Concerto for
Trombone and Chamber
Orchestra of
Percussion*

Robert King
Music Company

COOLIDGE, Richard

Illuminations

Composer

CAMPO,

trombone and percussion

bass trombone, vibes
COVINA, Peter
trombone,

Endurance No.
timpani, piano

1

Leon Brown

62

DALKERT, Charles

A Muse Meant (1970)

Composer

bass trombone, piano, percussion

DEDRICK, Christopher

Sonata*

Kendor

bass trombone, percussion, piano
DELP, Ron and WEISS, Edgar

Modogenesis (1972)*

Seesaw

Quartet

Seesaw

trombone, percussion

DIEMANTE,

Edward

alto sax,

(1967)*

trombone, double bass, percussion

DONNER, H. O.

Ideogramme

clarinet, trombone, percussion,

flute,

DOWNS, Lamont

Ricordi

I

12 radios or

(1974)

Concerto

tape

Tom Everett

bass trombone, percussion ensemble
DUCKWORTH, William

Sequence

I

David Sporny

trombone and percussion
FELDMAN, Morton

bass /baritone,

Intervals (1961)
cello, trombone,

FENNER, Burt

FESSLER, Scott

F.

Peters

vibraphone, percussion

Study for Timpani*

trombone, bassoon, cello,

C.

Seesaw

timpani

Rondos (1981)

Composer

trombone, percussion
FORSTER, K.

bass,

Trois Chants d'apres
Apollinaire (1957)
flute, trombone, violin, xylophone

FULKERSON, James

Quintet (1967)

bass trombone, tenor sax, percussion, double
bass, amplified harpsichord

American Composers
Alliance

63

GIRON, Arsenio

Party Time (1969)

Charles Dalkert

bass trombone, percussion
GLOBOKAR, Vinko
trombone,

Disours I
4

C.

Peters

F.

percussionists

GOLDSTAUB, Paul

Graphic III (1972)

bass trombone, vibraphone
HALLORAN, Donald

Chant

Rant (1973)

&

Composer

tenor /bass trombone, tape, optinal slides (trombonist
plays castanets)

HARRIS, Roger

bass trombone, piano,

Women Go to Heaven
and Men Go to Hell
(1976)*
2

Seesaw

percussionists

HENRY, Porter D.

Suite for Trombone &
Percussion (1963)

HENZE, Hans Werner

Amicizia!

James Fulkerson

clarinet, trombone, cello, percussion, piano

HOLEWA, H.

Quintet (1962)

clarinet, trombone, cello, piano, percussion

HOVHANESS, Alan

Mysterious Horse
Before the Gate
(1964)*

C.

F.

Peters

trombone, percussion ensemble
HUGHES, Robert

Anagnorisis (1964)

Composer

One Man

Media Press

trombone, percussion

JOHNSTON, Ben
trombone, percussion

(1968)

(one player)
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KEHRBERG, Robert

Four Songs

(1973)

Composer

trombone, percussion

KELLAWAY, Roger

Esque

(1972)

Eternity Music

trombone, double bass (both with foot operated bass drum)
KIESEWETTER, Peter

Sonata
Rappresentativa

Composer

alto trombone, piano, clarinet, cello, percussion
KOHS, Elias
flute,

Burlesca I (1945)
clarinet, bassoon, trombone, timpani

KONDO, Jo

Out (1972)

Composer

Encounters IV: Duel
for Trombone and
Percussion

New Music West

alto trombone, bass drum
KRAFT, William

trombone, pércussion (opt. tape)

KROEGER, Karl

Toccata

tenor /bass trombone,
LANERI,

Roberto

clarinet, percussion

Esorcismi I*

voice, trombone,
LANZA, Alcides

Broude Bros.

Seesaw

clarinet, viola, percussion

Acufenos I (1972)*

Boosey

trombone, piccolo /flute, Eb /Bb clarinet, vibraphone,
LaROSA, Michael

Coming in Glory
(1974)

&

piano

Seesaw

*

vibraphone, alto sax, trombone
LINDENFELD, Harris

trombone,

2

Combinations II
Composer
Leones Somnians (1975)

percussionists

Hawkes

65

LOOSER, Rolf
2

Partita a Tré

trombone, organ, percussion

LOVE

Three Impressions*

Seesaw

trombone (doubles euphonium), percussion
McCULLOH, Byron

Protagony (1973)*

Seesaw

trombone with F attachment, percussion ensemble
McCULLOH, Byron

Toccata

trombone, viola, piano,

McIRVINE, Ted

2

Composer

(1949)

percussionists

Contrapunctus IV

Composer

(1975)
2

bass trombones,

5

McKENZIE, Jack

percussionists
Song (1967)

Music for Percussion

*

trombone, 3 percussionists

MELLNAS, Arne
sax,

NELHYBEL,

Per Caso

Ed.

Tonos

trombone, violin, bass, percussion

Vaclav

Counterpoint No.

2*

Jerona Music
Corporation

bass trombone, percussion

NICHIFOR, Serban

Dionysis II

Ed.

Piece

Composer

Moderna

trombone, percussion
NIESKE, Robert
3

bass trombones, percussion

PACKER, George

Sonnets II

trombone, percussion
PERUTI, Carl Della

trombone, percussion

Diversion (1972)

66

Hochzeitsleute auf dem
Eiffel sturm: Szenenmusik

PONC, M.

clarinet, trombone, violin, 1/4 tone piano, percussion

Combinateria II

PRASKEVAIDAS, Graciela

Jim Fulkerson

(1966 -68)

trombone, piano,

2

percussionists, tape

Impromptu (1962)

RABE, F.

trombone, clarinet, cello, piano,

percussion

The Cat's Paw Among the
Silence at Midnight
Goldfish (1969)

REES, H.

trombone, piano, electronic organ, percussion, tape
REYNOLDS,

From Behind the
Unreasoning Mask
(1975)*

Roger

.

.

C.

F.

Peters

trombone, percussionist, assistant percussionist, tape
ROSS, Walter

Exorcism

Composer

Zoomorphs

Seesaw

trombone, percussion
RUSSELL, Armand
trumpet, trombone,

percussion
Quartet (1953)

SALZBURG, Marvin

oboe, trombone, violin, percussion

Jumping Excursions

SANDSTROM, Sven -David
cymbals, clarinet,

cello, trombone

SCHARWENKA, Xaver

trombone, piano, timpani

Sommertage auf
Achensee Op. 89

Composer
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SCHILLING, Hans Ludwig
trombone,

Tympanum

percussion, organ
Options I

SCHWARTZ, Elliot

trombone, percussion (opt.
SIBBING, Robert

Media Press

tape)

Passages

tenor sax, trombone, percussion
STEINER, Gitta

Duo

Lang Publications

Condensation (1967)*

Mrenreiter

trombone, percussion
STIBILJ, Milan

trombone,

2

pianos, percussion
A Hundred Bars for

SUCCOVY, A.

Tom Everett

Editio Musica
Budapest

bass trombone, bongos
SYDEMAN, William

Westwood Quintet
& Variations

Seesaw

clarinet, trombone, piano, double bass, percussion
SYVERUD, Stephen

Four Pieces*

Seesaw

Songs

Composer

trombone, percussion

TENNYSON, Robert

(1971)

contralto, trombone, percussion
THILMAN, J.

P.

Concerti espressivi
(1966)

trombone, piano, percussion
THOMPSON, Virgil

Incidental Music to
Injunction Grand (1936)

piccolo, trombone, percussion

C.

F.

Peters
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UDOW, Michael

Barn Burner

American Composers
Alliance

Quintet

Astoria Verlag GMBH

trombone, percussion

von ZIERITZ, Grete
trumpet, trombone,

2

WEGNER, August

pianos, percussion

Concert Music

Seesaw

Manzit

Zygmunt Krauze

trombone, percussion

WELIN, K.

E.

clarinet, trombone,

WOLKING, Henry

cello, piano, percussion
7

Vignettes (1977)

bass trombone, percussion (one player)
WOOD, William

Short Set

clarinet, trombone, percussion

Composer
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American Composers Alliance
170 W. 74th Street
New York, New York 10023

William L. Cahn
107 Council Rock
Rochester, New York

Astoria Verlag GMBH
1
Berlin 31
Brandenburgischestr 22
W. Berlin

Richard Coolidge
2212 Dogwood Lane
Nacogdoches, Texas

Robert Bankert
Music Department
Illinois Wesleyan University
Bloomington, Illinois 61701

BHrenreiter Verlag
Heinrich Schlitz Alle 29
D -3500, Kassel- Wilhelmshohe
W. Germany

14604

Boosey & Hawkes
Box 130
Oceanside, New York

11572

Musica Budapest
Vorosmarty ter 1
H -1370 Budapest
Hungary

02174

Galaxy Music Corporation
2121 Broadway
New York, New York
10023
17368

David Halloran
Route 5, Lot 8
Acorn Ranch
Denton, Texas
72201

10036

Leon Brown
School of Music NTSU
Denton, Texas
76201
Ed.

Eternity Music
6430 Sunset Blvd., #1500
Los Angeles, California 90028

Jim Fulkerson
Barton Workshop
Dartington College of Art
Totnes, Devon
England
TQ9 6EJ

Sy Brandon
120 Maple Street

Broude Bros.
56 W. 45th Street
New York, New York

14850

Scott Fessler
2 President Terrace, #3
Allston, Massachusetts 02134

Bote & Bock
Associated Music Publishers
866 3rd Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Wrightville, Pennsylvania

75961

Tom Everett
277 Broadway, #3
Arlington, Massachusetts

Warren Benson
Eastman School of Music
26 Gibbs Street
Rochester, New York

Charles Dalkert
105 Honness Lane
Ithaca, New York

14610

Robert Hughes
1004 Peralta Avenue
Albany, California 94706

Jerona Music Corporation
14 Porter Street
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601
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Robert Kehrberg
4 Edward Drive
LeMars, Iowa 51031

Media Press
Box 895
Champaign, Illinois

Kendor Music Company
Delevan, New York
14042

Ed.

Robert King Music Company
112A Main Street
N. Easton, Massachusetts
02356

Peter Kiesewetter
Schubertstrasse 7
D-8081 Tlirkenfeld
W. Germany

2

Music for Percussion
17 W. 60th
New York, New York 10023

91409

Robert Nieske
11 Scenic Drive
Wilbraham, Massachusetts

Midori -ku
Yokohama-shi 227
Japan

Peters
373 Park Avenue S.
New York, New York
C.

Zygmunt Krauze
Elblaska 63
01 -737 Warszawa
Poland

01095

F.

10016

Ricordi
via Berchet 2
Milano, Italy
G.

Lang Music Publications
P.O. Box 11021
Indianapolis, Indiana 46201

Alphonse Leduc
175 rue St. Honore
Paris, France

Walter Ross
Music Department
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

22901

Sven -David Sandstrom
Sagstuvagen 46, 2tr
14149 Huddinge

Harris Lindenfeld
153% Indian Creek Road
Ithaca, New York
14850

Sweden

Byron McCulloh
1306 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Ted Mclrvine
76 Quarry Road
Stamford, Connecticut

Moderna

Franz Joseph strasse
D-8000 Mönchen 40
W. Germany

New Music West
P.O. Box 7434
Van Nuys, California

Jo Kondo
1- 15- 5 -B408 Fujigaoka

61820

Seesaw
87th Street
New York, New York
177 E.

15221

06903

10028

Shawnee Press
Delaware Water Gap, Pennsylvania
18327

71

Dave Sporny
IAA
Interlochen, Michigan
Robert Tennyson
1915 Locust Grove Road
Silver Spring, Maryland

49643

20910

Tonos
Ahastra 7
6100 Darmstadt
W. Germany
Ed.

Henry Wolking
Music Hall University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
84112
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